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About Yuma County



 Located in the southwest corner of
Arizona, bordering California and Mexico

 Area of 5,522 square miles 
◦ Roughly the size of Connecticut, 2x size of Delaware

 Population of 195,751 (2010 US Census)
◦ Plus another 90,000 winter visitors

 Main Economic Activities include agriculture, 
tourism, and military



 Our team consists of a GIS Manager, GIS Project 
Coordinator, and (3) GIS Analysts.

 Currently operate as a division within the Department of 
Development Services, but plan to move to IT within next 
12‐24 months

 In addition to DDS, we also work regularly with:
◦ Assessor Elections Health Department
◦ Public Works Public Safety Community Non‐Profits

 Enterprise License Agreement with Esri (2011‐present)
 Geocortex Silverlight Viewer (online mapping app)



 Initially purchased in the late 1990s by Public Works to 
track pavement condition (PAVEMENTview module)

 Expansion to SIGNview module in 2007 in order to 
begin effort to meet FHWA mandate for adopting an 
assessment program for replacing signage prior to 
reaching the end of their retroreflective life

 Public Works approached GIS for limited assistance in 
FY 2009‐10, but apart from periodic discussions, little 
progress made until new GIS Manager arrived at 
County last December



 GEODATAconnect
Manages the two‐way connection between Cartegraph 
and an Esri geodatabase.  You choose the fields that will 
be utilized by Cartegraph and/or GIS.

 GISdirector
License used for editing your Cartegraph data from within 
an ArcMap session.  Uses a FLEX view of CG Navigator.

The GISdirector includes a Cartegraph toolbar for 
helping you edit GEODATAconnected data 

directly in ArcGIS



 Department of Public Works
◦ Field data collection about assets, including GPS capture
◦ Data entry in Cartegraph via Navigator and handhelds
◦ QC and cleanup of incorrect data (spatial and aspatial)
◦ Communicate business process needs to GIS Division

 GIS Division
◦ Create geodatabase schema for Public Works users
◦ Architectural design (data formatting, processing, licensing)
◦ Normalization of existing CMMS and GIS data
◦ Create mobile maps for Trimble Juno SB handhelds
◦ Produce mapping applications and templates for Public Works
◦ Provide GIS training to Public Works staff



Looking for Signs…



 Public Works had 3 staff members go
out to the field with Trimble Juno SB
GPS handhelds (2-5m accuracy) over
several months to capture more than
6,000 signs

 By the time GIS Division was asked to help, the 
following were realized:
◦ Point locations logged, but attributes not updated
 Signs all facing the same way
 Incorrect routes and cross-streets
 Wrong MUTCD codes (sign types)

◦ Hundreds of signs had attributes only
(point coordinates were not captured)
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 How could GIS help Public Works
clean up the signage data without
having to send staff back to the field?

 Created a Street Intersection feature class
◦ Utilized Yuma County’s E9-1-1 street network
 Domains for street names and abbreviations
◦ Determination of street directions (S-N vs W-E)
 Addressing
 Trends in X and Y directions
◦ Points attributed with consistent cross-street

formatting, based on direction (Street 1 is S-N / 
Street 2 is W-E)



 Initial call for GIS help from Public Works in 
Summer 2011 involved just the stop signs
◦ Correct direction of travel
◦ Route Name, Route Ahead, Route Back
◦ Identify where signs missing from database

 GIS used to assess the accuracy of Yuma 
County’s stop sign records in Cartegraph
◦ Comparison of the sign’s X-Y location in Cartegraph vs. 

the X-Y location of the closest intersection point in GIS.
◦ Examined distance from signage point to intersection
 Signs above the tolerance were rejected and Public Works 

staff returned to field with GPS to retrieve new coordinates
◦ Sign directions determined in GIS using quadrants

derived from X and Y deltas between sign point 
locations and intersection coordinates
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 Stop signs only represent about 1/3 of 
county signage, and we really need to work 
on ALL signs

 Sign attributes reference “routes.”  Where 
were those “routes” delineated?

 What’s in a name?  We needed to come to an 
agreement on naming conventions

 GIS Division needed to step in and suggest a 
revised order of operations.



SIGNAGE MAP TEMPLATE FOR ArcGIS
Developed by Yuma County’s GIS Division

for the Public Works Department



 First Tier: Signage Locations

6,621 sign records
in Cartegraph as of

Wednesday, November 16, 2011



 Second Tier: Indicate Sign Directions (1:10K)



 Third Tier: Symbolize Signs as WYSIWYG (1:2500)

Yuma County’s signage
makes use of 

192 unique MUTCD codes





The trick to rotating the sign 
graphics?  Set up a lookup 

table containing text strings 
for possible sign directions 

and provide a numeric value 
by which to perform rotation.

Unfortunately,
Cartegraph’s sign

graphics packaged with 
Navigator are JPGs, and ArcGIS

wants BMPs.



SIGNAGE DEMONSTRATION #1
An example of how one of Cartegraph’s sign records 

can be edited directly from within ArcGIS



 Location of a signage point
 Directional orientation (rotation)
 MUTCD code (sign type)
 Any “GEODATAconnected” fields
 Determine where sign points should be

added / deleted
It is helpful to visualize our 
Cartegraph data in ArcGIS, 
as it is highly unlikely that 

there would exist a mile 
marker in a residential 

subdivision!  We will use 
GIS to make the fix.





SIGNAGE DEMONSTRATION #2
Let’s now see how to edit sign records in Cartegraph 

and see the changes instantly reflected in ArcGIS!



 Full editing control of all attributes native to 
the Cartegraph database

 Any GIS-exclusive fields are protected
 Reciprocity in Cartegraph-GIS integration 

means GIS will reflect Cartegraph edits 
immediately. 

In the subdivision pictured to 
the right, it is suspicious 

that all of the streets have 
speed limit signs indicating 
25 mph except one sign on 
Apache Ln saying 15 mph.



http://gis.yumacountyaz.gov/SilverlightViewer_1_3







SIGNAGE DEMONSTRATION #3
Alright, so, we have looked at making updates from either 

end, but what about cases where an asset is found to
be missing and needs to be added?









…and Paving the Way



 PAVEMENTview module has been utilized for several 
years to log road maintenance work history and 
pavement condition scores.

 Public Works pavement segments not already in GIS
 Yuma County’s existing GIS layers for streets were 

not readily compatible, due to issues including 
planarization and naming conventions.

 In the case of signage, the data only existed in 
Cartegraph AND point coordinates were already 
known, thus GEODATAconnect was *fairly* simple, 
but the process of setting up pavement segments 
was much more difficult





 Data Dump (export CG pavement segments table)
 New unique identifier assigned to approximately 

1,800 records that could be used to allocate GIS 
segments to CG data

 GIS Division interpreted CG pavement segments 
and matched up with E9-1-1 street linework

 Problems encountered:
◦ Duplicate CG entries of same segments
◦ Spelling errors
◦ Order of Route Back / Ahead Inconsistent
◦ Streets having multiple names referenced inconsistently
◦ Ambiguity in Cartegraph segment descriptions
◦ Overlapping of pavement segments
◦ Many portions of roads were not in the CG database



The hatching shows municipal boundaries.
The question on everybody’s minds is
“Who maintains that section of road?” 
Is it the City, the County, or BOTH? 

GIS helps answer this question. Sometimes a 
city will annex all ROW, while in other cases, 

the annexation goes to the centerline.









Current / Future Plans



 Ongoing Clean-Up of Signage
◦ Most can now be done from the office in GIS
◦ Limited field visits when necessary

 GEODATAconnect the Pavement Segments
◦ Waiting on Public Works to finish normalization process
◦ Will load into Cartegraph the missing segments “found” in GIS

 Fleet of 8 Trimble Juno SB handhelds
◦ Provides a third means by which to edit Cartegraph / GIS data
◦ Clean-up of assets already in system
◦ Start capturing new assets (bridges, guard rails, etc)

 Begin utilizing new modules and creating new assets

 Enable Public Works to become nearly self-sufficient
with its GIS needs



 Takes longer than expected
 No matter the vendor, CMMS always seem to frustrate people
 Invest in training for these types of systems for best results
 Need collaboration between departmental users and GIS
 Need strong support from your IT department
 DO NOT take shortcuts on data collection!
 Plan on QC occupying a bulk of your time
 Esri Enterprise GIS License very helpful on this and other projects
 Best to consider setting up your geographic features first;

Worst case is when separate datasets exist in CMMS and GIS, 
making normalization a real chore

 GIS is an invaluable way for making sense of the rows and 
columns of data, catching errors, visualizing assets

 Seek to eliminate data silos, use CMMS & GIS to fullest potential
 Find ways to empower employees to get them excited and allow 

them to see first-hand the fruits of their labor



WILLIAM FLYNN
GIS Manager
william.flynn@yumacountyaz.gov

2351 West 26th Street
Yuma, Arizona  85364

Yuma County Department of Development Services

(928) 817‐5154
FAX: (928) 817‐5020


